Biphasic Cuirass Ventilation for pandemic A (H1N1) influenza virus infection in children
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INTRODUCTION:
There was reported 1st patient infected by A (H1N1) influenza virus from WHO in April, 2009. It expanded all parts of the world. In Japan, after a small scale regional epidemic in May, it expanded rapidly in August. The peak was in November, 2009.　It was estimated that 1 person in 6 people consulted a doctor. 1 person in 1200 patients who consulted a doctor was hospitalized. 1 person in 11 patients who was hospitalized was into serious illness. And 1 person in 100,000 patients who consulted a doctor died.　Japan Pediatric Society reported about the feature of patients in serious pneumonitis infected by A (H1N1) influenza virus. The median age was 6 years old, majority of the reasons for hospitalization was respiratory distress with severe hypoxia, and short strength from appearance of disease to respiratory distress. Moreover, some cases were reported that they presented the plastic bronchitis.　We showed the effect of Biphasic Cuirass Ventilation (BCV) for the acute respiratory failure last year. We introduce our experience of using BCV for pandemic A (H1N1) influenza virus infection.
OBJECTIVE:
To show the effect of BCV for acute respiratory failure through the patient of pandemic A (H1N1) influenza infection.
PATIENT:
There were 58 cases needed hospitalization by pandemic A (H1N1) influenza virus infection from May 1, 2009 to March 31, 2010 in our hospital. 36 cases were selected by their reason for hospitalization was respiratory distress.
RESULT:
We use BCV (Continuous Negative mode: CN) as respiratory management were 4 cases, and BCV (Secretion Clearance mode: SC) as airway clearance were 8 cases. 28 cases didn’t need any mechanical ventilation. Both 4 BCV (CN) cases had pneumonitis, respiratory distress and severe hypoxia. 3 cases in BCV (CN), the atelectasis was accompanied, were possible to be plastic bronchitis. We use BCV (SC) with BCV (CN) cases to clear their airway 3 or 4 times a day, they recovered without intratracheal intubation.　There was a case, 7 years old man, needed Conventional Mechanical Ventilation (CMV) and BCV for his severe respiratory failure. AS he was in ARDS, we selected Airway Pressure Release Ventilation (APRV) mode of CMV. In this case, tidal volume increased 26.6ml to 84.2ml after airway clearance using BCV (SC).　He did extubation on 4th day. It became leaving hospital 9th day.
CONCLUSION:
BCV was effective for pandemic A (H1N1) influenza. Especially, they were direct effects that BCV (CN) introduction from early respiratory distress was able to prevent being into serious illness, and airway clearance by BCV (SC) was possible to prevent being into plastic bronchitis or recover from it. More effective use was done by understanding the characteristic of the disease.


